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A   girl  named Nisha , lives in the vidisha
district of Madhya pradesh is an extra-
ordinary girl. She is  just 4 years old and in
this age, she has done great thing which can
not be done even by adult male in such way
in which she does.

Her father is tailor by profession. He lives
in Bhopal. But Nisha lives in Vidisha with
her aunt named Najma khan since when she
was just two years old. Her aunt admitted
her in Taicondo club of Vidisha . After
analyzing the capability of Nisha , he started
giving her training. It is describable in itself
that she has made world record when she
was only 3 years and 2 months old. It is not
only the subject of pride for Nisha but for
India also.

On 10th January 1997, Nisha climbed 165
times upon 60 stairs of  Vidisha’s local
railway over bridge and climbed down in
same numbers. She did up and down upon
9,900 stairs in one hour fourteen minutes.
In this way, Nisha made a world record of
climbing 19,800 stairs without taking rest.
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That’s why, today her name has been
mentioned in “LIMKA BOOK OF WORLD
RICORDS”. It is great thing for all.

Now, she is taking the training of Marshal
art and Judo-karate. She comes out in the
fire smoothly and up lift heavy weight,
which can be done by weight lifter only.
Besides this, she shows different adventures
of Judo-karate.

On 25th January 1998, she completed
distance of 30 kilometer in 5 hours only. This
is also a great achievement of Little Nisha.
Thereafter this pretty girl is known in
Vidisha  as “mini P.T. Usha”.

In the present time, she has achieved
golden prize in 18 kg weight lifting under a
state level judo championship  which was
held in Ujjain. It is the subject of
consideration that her weight is only 15 kg.
She climbs on rope of 22 foot just in 52
second. When she shows daring acts
fearlessly, people put their fingers under
teeth.
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